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For two decades this year, François & Co. has upheld its absolute pledge to meticulous craftsmanship and timeless design. Every material, every sculptural element in our carefully–curated collection is something we have fallen in love with. Let this booklet serve as your introduction to the François & Co. product line—a ‘distilled’ version of our product offerings.
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Our Moderne Collection unites the concepts of purity of form, exquisite materials, the innovation of today’s design world and absolute function. The finest material including stone, pewter, brass and copper are carefully crafted into sculptural form that are both modern and industrial inspired. You will also discover new perspectives from the Thierry François and Matthew Quinn design alliance. Quinn brings a unique modern and transitional aesthetic to the collection with streamlined shapes, geometric and linear details. Together they have captured the essence of combining classical architectural elements with modern design utilizing unprecedented mixes of stones, metals, colors and textures.
**MATERIAL**
Scagliola Stone™
French Stone Ivory

**ACCENTS**
Polished Brass
Bands and Rivets

---

**the MILLENIUM**

A delicate composition of stone and polished metal, the Milenia hood will highlight any modern or industrial inspired kitchen.

---

Modern
The Everest

by the François & Co. and Matthew Quinn design alliance.

MATERIAL
Scagliola Stone™
Glacier Marble

ACCENTS
Brushed Brass Bands & Rivets

The Everest is a modern melding of industrial influence and dimensional simplicity, characterized by clean curves with exposed bands and rivets.

Moderne
The Arcadia

MATERIAL
Cold Cast Pewter, Brass Accents
(LEFT)
MATERIAL
Cold Cast Brass, Pewter Accents

The Arcadia’s panorama of graceful curves is framed by elegant bands of metal or stone on all three sides—a contemporary composition of perfect proportions.

Moderne
MATERIAL
Scagliola Stone™
Limestone Cream

ACCENTS
Cold Cast Brass Trim

the CINTO

The Cinto’s gracefully curved sides are bordered by wide elegant bands of brushed metal or stone; a contemporary composition of perfect proportions.

Moderne
The Caneli’s curved sides are enhanced by vertical bands and simple lines. This hood would highlight any modern or industrial inspired kitchen design.

**CANELI**

**MATERIAL**
De Corbusier Pewter

**ACCENTS**
De Corbusier Pewter Bands & Rivets

**PHOTOGRAPHY**
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**INTERIOR DESIGN CREDIT**
Allison Hennessy, L. Kae Interiors
the CAPRI

The Capri’s full-bodied curves are balanced by vertical banding of brushed De Corbusier metal, while its sturdy shelf remains petite and delicate.

— Moderne
The Constantine featured in Scagliola Stone™ Volcana with De Corbusier Pewter Accents.
the CONSTANTINE

A masterful mix of industrial and classic styles, the Constantine shelf superbly displays beautiful French oak braced by two pewter quoins.

Moderne
the DELICATE FUSION of MODERNE and INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
the FOURNIER

An elegant interpretation of an industrial style range hood, the horizontal and vertical banding of the Fournier enhances its beautiful form.

Modern

MATERIAL
Cold Cast Brass

ACCENTS
Cold Cast Brass Bands
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KITCHEN BY
Simmer & Snark
MATERIAL
Scagliola Stone™
Blanca Marble
ACCENTS
De Corbusier
Pewter
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INTERIOR DESIGN CREDIT
Beth Webb Interiors

the EDEN

The vigorous nature of the Eden hood allows it to fit even the largest of ranges. The hood is available with a selection of light brushed metal banding and caps.

— Moderne
The Mont Blanc featured in Scagliola Stone™ Limestone Cream Flamed.
The Mont Blanc

Dignified in its simplicity, the Mont Blanc features a curved stack and gently tapered sides, giving it a quiet elegance. Its clean, unadorned lines weave an aura of elegance.

**MATERIAL**
- Cold Cast Pewter

**ACCENTS**
- Blanca Marble Shelf
The Ormond’s complex, yet delicate design features broad strapping and a reverse curved apron extending outward into the stack.

**Modern**

*The Ormond* by the François & Co. and Matthew Quinn design alliance.
WITH INSPIRATION GOING BACK TO ANTIQUITY, THE ANCIENT FRENCH FARMHOUSE, or the vast bustling kitchen of a château, our Classic Range Hood Collection varies from the simply elegant to creations of intricate beauty, ranging in scale and style from the delicate and understated to grand and majestic.
the CALVI

The Calvi is a simple range hood with clean lines and sturdy shelf framed by broad horizontal moldings.

Classic
The Toscany range hood possesses great stature and strength. With tapered and sloping sides, the shelf is crowned with a prominent brow moulding. It has all the confident style and refinement of a 19th century Italian villa.
The Provence, featured in Scagliola Stone™ with DeCorbusier Pewter Stack.

**the CLASSIC COMPOSITION of STONE and METAL**
the PROVENCE

This range hood has an understated style typical of Provence farmhouses. The plain shelf is complimented by the chiseled look of the cornice. The frieze may be embellished with carvings.

Classic

The Provence featured in Scagliola Stone™ with De Corbusier Pewter Stack.
The Toulouse is a simple yet sophisticated range hood with rustic French appeal. The elegant shelf features a subtly arched opening, crowned with a prominent molding that adds a formal touch. The arch makes a focal point of the very soul of a home, the kitchen hearth.

Classic
The Toulouse featured in Scagliola Stone™ with ColdCast Pewter Stack.
The Antonella is a stunning range hood inspired by Romanesque architecture of the 11th and 12th centuries. The projecting semicircular shelf and tapered stack are reminiscent of medieval hoods.

Classic

The Antonella featured in Scagliola Stone™ with De Corbusier Pewter Stack.
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L. Kate Interiors
The French Mystic is a majestic range hood with a design reminiscent of a time when the fireplace was located in the kitchen and used for cooking. The shelf has an arched opening and features a central keystone that can be further embellished with carvings.

The French Mystic featured with a custom Provence Stack and Custom Corbels with extensions.
The Trianon is a grand range hood, inspired by the palace of Versailles. The shelf features a recessed frieze decorated with twining ivy and a recessed upper stack that allows for a generous shelf.
the MARIE ANTOINETTE

The Marie-Antoinette is an intricately ornate range hood with an elegant arched opening and a frieze decorated with ivy and floral carvings. The arch compels the eye to focus upon the very soul of the kitchen, the hearth.

Classic
The Notre Dame is a highly decorative range hood in medieval neo-Gothic style. The shelf features a Gothic arch decorated with carved motifs inspired by Gothic tracery.
The Regent is an elegant and streamlined range hood with a very simple shelf. It has strong architectural lines with a succession of recessed and protruding moldings. The exquisite proportions and simple lines of the corbels beautifully compliment the gracefully curved stack to create an elegant balanced design.

Classic
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INTERIOR DESIGN
Jessica Bradley Interiors
The Garibaldi is a magnificent range hood with strong, streamlined architectural lines. The overall rectilinear design of the breakfront shelf is offset by the gentle curves of the double-recessed concave stack.
the ANTIBES

The focal point of the generously proportioned Antibes range hood is the flowing, delicate carvings of its decorative frieze.

Classic

KITCHEN BY
William Ohs Kitchens

the SAINT TROPEZ

The Saint Tropez has an elegant streamlined design and understated nobility. The bold shelf is buttressed by two handsome wing-shaped corbels resting on recessed jambs.

Classic

KITCHEN BY
William Ohs Kitchens
DISCOVER also our CLASSIC & MODERNE HEARTHSIDE collections

collections
countryside | formal | gothic | moderne